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5G is enabling other industries to use wireless in new ways like automated driving, telemedicine, and more. Read more on how wireless transforms from 5G to 5G advanced to 6G.

Kagpa Qualcomm discusses wireless. 5G Advanced and 6G Companies like Qualcomm are leaders in the ongoing transformation of the wireless industry. 5G is a breakthrough for the wireless industry with...
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“Everyone’s Technology for a Greener & More Sustainable Intelligent World”

Chairman Liang Hua explains why intelligent technology is the key to a green future & examines how Huawei is committed to building a sustainable planet with partners like @IUCN & @RainforestCi.
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Collaboration will always be one of our keys to success. Together with SPL TELE, Huawei and SPL TELE is assisting the switch from non-renewable energy to electric by providing the #Charger to facilitate fast charging vehicles. Learn the details here: bit.ly/2WQTL8.
Collaboration will always be one of our keys to success. Together with SPL TELE, Huawei Austria is assisting the switch from non-renewable energy to electric by providing the H-Charger to facilitate fast charging vehicles. Learn the details here: https://bit.ly/3WQTJXv